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LOUD
BUT LADYLIKE
WHILE LAUGHING

Package design

The Mason jar Lager Co
The Mason Jar Lager Company is know
for its great beer and casual environment.
Approaching their establishment you will
smell good food, hear live music, and find
a space for adults and kids to play. The
Mason Jar is small town, simple, and a
taste of southern hospitality.
Their beer line shares the same spirit. The
package design needed to align and be
just as approachable and youthful.

A Taste of Southern Hospitality

CHARACTER design
THE CUB CLUB

The Cub Club are personalized gift sets whose funds
go to the Johns Hopkins All Children’s Hospital.
People purchase these gifts for first time mothers or
donate them to kids undergoing treatment. The wolf
may look adorable but it survives by the strength of
the pack. This is a reminder to patients that they are
not alone; the Cub Club is fighting with you!

Kind and Cuddly

The character design is kind and cuddly with soft
colors and an adorable howling stance. This cub is
perfect companion. There is also a snow globe option.
Even in a cold and a difficult place we can find our way
together. Customers can personalize the hang tag,
shirts, and prints.

Mobile design
Color me beautiful

Color me beautiful popularized seasonal color
analysis. They are the personal color authority,
bringing you a color cosmetic assortment that is
sure to enhance your own personal palette.
Taking their methods and designing a mobile
app will help Color Me Beautiful achieve their full
beauty potential in the digital age. Additionally,
going mobile will reach a new generation. The
makeup and beauty market is at an all time high
with social media and influencers. An app like this
is a game changer for this brand.
The concept behind the app is to try on ‘your
season’ virtually and purchase conveniently in the
same platform.

Transformation

Logo
design
Mortal mouth
Mortal Mouth is a luxury specialty brand. Know for its
spice, these products have an unforgettable bite.

The Bite

The name, logo, and imagery align with Mortal
Mouth’s customers. Who are they? Adventurous
people who love to entertain and gather around the
table with these products for an exciting experience.

Event
branding
The big idea conference
Meet Jane. She is a photographer. She lives for
the best light and coffee. She finds herself hustling as an entrepreneur to find her ideal client.
She works from home and she misses the social
and collaboration aspect of a corporate job.
The Big Idea Conference provides community and
inspiration to women in the creative industry of
photography. Are you looking to gather, inspire,
and capture?
The conference is taking over a local coffee shop
and Jane can’t wait to listen to speakers, meet
new friends, and sip delicious hot coffee.
The Big Idea Conference is active on Instagram
and provides exciting information and images as
the event approaches. The link on their platforms
take Jane to The Big Idea Conference’s website,
where she can download a free desktop or mobile
wallpaper.

Community

Jane remembers seeing the painted elephant
online and follows signs to the event. She arrives
at the coffee shop and takes a selfie with the
chalkboard sign outside. She is greeted with The
Big Idea Conference swag bag. With excitement
she grabs a cup of coffee and mingles with other
photographers before the event begins.

Invitation
design
Sincereleigh

Pretty Polished

First impressions are everything. Sincereleigh Invitations
are custom illustrations and lettering to wow your guests
before your event or party begins. Additional items can be
designed to elevate your event for a cohesive look. Such
as table numbers, place cards, stickers, and guestbooks.

Product
branding
bab’s beard and barber soap
For the guy who cares about grooming and what
his girl thinks. Bab’s suds leave him with a soft and
strong beard. She wont want him to shave.
The design is inspired by vintage pinup ads. The
message communicates that using this product,
you will acheive what women want.
Eventually, this company will become more than
one product. The goal is to open a storefront. The
name would change to Bab’s, Beard and Barber
Supply. A range of products would be available,
from beard oil to razors.

Strong

Print
design
Civil magazine
Civil Magazine is a publication that strives
to share the people’s voice in a positive,
peaceful manner. The goal is to communicate
tough topics and bring to light how decisions
made at all levels of government affect us.
The logo is a black and white unbalanced
scale. Freedom and Liberty is not so black
and white and the stories told outline that.

Creative Impact

The unbalanced scale emphasizes the message that not everyone is treated equally.
The magazine is for the people and how to
execute beneficial change today.
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